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Reception of Darwinism in mid-to late Nineteenth-Century Nova Scotia
Andrew Reynolds, Christie MacNeil, Mitchell Jabalee
Abstract: Reaction to Darwin’s theory of evolution within the natural history community of
nineteenth-century Nova Scotia focused on his use of hypothesis to account for a diversity of
facts about the origin of species. Critics here, as elsewhere, faulted Darwin’s reasoning for
straying from proper Baconian inductive method. Those locally engaged in natural history
were inclined to stick closely to a descriptive inventory of the colony’s (after 1867, the province’s)
natural resources. More fundamentally, Darwin’s approach challenged the mission of natural
theology to support a providential reading of the natural world and humanity’s place within
it. A review of publications in the Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute
for Natural Science and a private-diary account of a discussion emerging from a Mechanics
Institute lecture during the 1860s and ‘70s reveals how members reacted critically to Darwin’s
science while insisting on the compatibility of science and religion.
Résumé : Parmi les cercles de naturalistes néo-écossais du XIXe siècle, les réactions vis-à-vis de
la théorie de l’évolution de Darwin se concentraient surtout sur son utilisation d’hypothèses
pour expliquer une diversité de faits liés à l’origine des espèces. Ici comme ailleurs, les critiques
ont souvent reproché à Darwin le fait que son raisonnement s’écartait de la méthode inductive
proprement baconienne. Dans la région, ceux qui s’intéressaient à l’histoire naturelle étaient
plutôt enclins à s’en tenir à un inventaire descriptif des ressources naturelles de la colonie
(devenue province en 1867). Plus fondamentalement, l’approche de Darwin remettait en
question l’orientation de la théologie naturelle, qui soutenait une lecture providentielle du
monde naturel et de la place de l’humanité en son sein. Un examen des textes tirés des
Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute for Natural Science et d’un
compte rendu trouvé dans un journal personnel faisant mention d’une discussion soulevée
à la suite d’une conférence de l’Institut de mécanique dans les années 1860-1870, révèle
comment les membres ont généralement critiqué la science de Darwin tout en insistant sur la
compatibilité de la science et de la religion.
Keywords: Darwinism, Nova Scotia, ways of knowing, natural history, natural theology
“About thirty years ago there was much talk that geologists ought only to observe and not theorise;
and I well remember some one saying that at this rate a man might as well go into a gravel-pit and
count the pebbles and describe the colours.” Charles Darwin to Henry Fawcett, 18 Sept. 1861
DARWIN’S REMARK BELIES A FRUSTRATION with a simplistic kind of Baconian
inductivism, according to which the scientist must take care to observe nature
free of the biasing inﬂuence of prior hypotheses or other ‘idols of the mind.’
Hypotheses (or general ideas) were supposed to reveal themselves to the
scientist’s mind only after the accumulation of facts obtained by means of
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objective observation. Darwin’s remark also alludes to what John Pickstone
described as the ‘natural historical’ way of knowing.1 Description, sorting,
classifying: these are activities central to the tradition of Natural History. What
was once called Natural Philosophy, on the other hand, involves the attempt to
discover the laws and causes of phenomena, and relies on the ‘analytical’ way of
knowing whereby things are broken down conceptually and perhaps physically
into more fundamental elements. The process of explaining why things occur
the way they do or why objects possess the outwardly observable properties they
have, often relies on positing elements or forces that are either invisible or only
indirectly detectable with the naked senses. Explanation and the identiﬁcation
of general laws frequently require the proposal and testing of hypotheses; and
so Darwin [Fig. 1], in his very next line, remarked: “How odd it is that anyone
should not see that all observation must be for or against some view if it is to be
of any service!”2 Darwin’s fame rests, of course, on his willingness to put forth
bold hypotheses in order to explain a diversity of natural historical phenomena
with resort to key concepts such as the community of descent, natural selection,
pangenesis, and the formation of coral atolls through the gradual subsidence
of sea-bed geology, to name a few.3 So, while Darwin was an exceptionally
capable natural historian, the pains he took to make careful observations on a
wealth of subjects were motivated by a desire to identify and to test explanatory
hypotheses using the analytical way of knowing and its closer association with
theory and experiment.
In addition to the natural historical, the analytical, and the experimental ways
of knowing, Pickstone also identiﬁes a fourth more ancient and widespread
activity which he calls world reading. This he describes as a hermeneutical
approach to interpreting the world and one’s experiences in it as a kind of text
full of meaning and signiﬁcance. It includes what one typically thinks of as a
philosophical or religious approach to reﬂection upon the natural world. In
the nineteenth century this took the form of ‘Natural Theology’, the attempt
to understand God the creator through the study of his creations as illustrated
by works such as Bishop Paley’s Natural Theology or Evidences of the Existence and
Attributes of the Deity (1802) and the Bridgewater Treatises (1833-1840).
Natural history as practised in Britain and British North America in the
ﬁrst half of the nineteenth century was strongly inﬂuenced by natural theology.
While utilitarian commercial interests provided a signiﬁcant stimulus for
engaging in what Suzanne Zeller has called the ‘inventory sciences’ in early
Canada (geology, terrestrial magnetism, meteorology, botany), natural theology
provided the activities of describing and classifying the ﬂora, fauna, and natural
resources of a colony like Nova Scotia with a more lofty and edifying purpose.4
Darwin’s theory of evolution evoked criticism and controversy for challenging
natural theology’s mission to provide empirical corroboration for the truths
of Christianity as revealed in scripture and to be accepted on the basis of
devout faith. Darwin’s theory that humans share a common ancestry with all
other extant species of animals and plants, a process driven not by intelligent
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Figure 1. Water-colour portrait of Charles Darwin, after his return from the voyage of the Beagle, by George
Richmond, 1830s.
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providence but by blind material events and forces like natural selection was a
competing ‘world reading’ with broad and alarming implications. In reaction,
many impugned the method by which Darwin reached his conclusions as
unscientiﬁc. As Henry Fawcett, the economist and Liberal politician, wrote to
Darwin shortly after the publication of The Origin of Species: “It is easy for an
antagonistic reviewer when he ﬁnds it difﬁcult to answer your arguments to
attempt to dispose of the whole matter by uttering some such commonplace, as
“This is not a Baconian induction.””5
Baconian inductivism was frequently employed as a rhetorical device by
which to criticize the scientiﬁc status of Darwin’s theory of evolution. No other
subject in science has cut so deeply to the core of traditional religious and
philosophical beliefs about the nature of humanity and its ultimate place in
the universe. The nineteenth century witnessed a shift in attitudes toward
science, its value, purpose, and its standing with respect to other ‘ways of
knowing.’ Those who promoted the theory of evolution insisted that science
was no longer to be handmaid to theology. Naturalists of a younger generation,
like T.H. Huxley (1825-1895) and John Tyndall (1820-1893), were comfortable
with science’s mission being the disinterested pursuit of knowledge and
truth for their own sakes, no matter where its conclusions might lead; while
representatives of the previous generation and those of a more conservative
religious faith vigorously resisted. These debates played out across the globe, in
scientiﬁc journals and newspapers, but also in the parlors of private residences
and in more public spaces like lecture halls or wherever groups of the civicminded and intellectually curious met to debate the important issues of the
day.6
Here we discuss the reception of Darwinism in nineteenth-century Nova
Scotia as evidenced in the printed records of the local scientiﬁc society of note,
the Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science [Fig.
2]: what they reveal about attitudes toward the different ways of knowing and
how these attitudes tended to vary between those engaged in natural history and
those trained in the experimental techniques of the physical sciences. Suzanne
Zeller has previously noted that the Proceedings of the Nova Scotian Institute of
Science (its current title) provide very useful glimpses into the scientiﬁc topics
discussed by the membership and how various theories have been received,
and she concludes that “enticements continue to lurk in those 150 years of
published papers, begging for historical and scientiﬁc follow-up.”7 We follow this
lead and discuss a selection of some of the most pertinent articles and speeches
from the published Proceedings between the years 1863-1879, the period during
which there was frequent discussion of Darwin or ideas relevant to the theory
of evolution and the origin of species.8 These tended to be written by some of
the earliest members of the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science who were
supportive of the missions of natural theology and inventory science, many of
whom could best be described as gentleman and amateur natural historians.
In the years following (from the 1880s on) the published items reﬂect the
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Figure 2. Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science, 3 (1873-1874).
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increasing activity of individuals trained in the experimental techniques and
theories of the current physical sciences, men who were employed as professors
to teach these developments in the province’s several universities, but who were
also engaged in theoretical and experimental research and concerned with
publishing their results to the scientiﬁc community outside of the province.
James Gordon MacGregor (1852-1913), an experimental physicist trained in
Edinburgh, Leipzig, and London and professor of physics at Dalhousie College
from 1879 to 1901, signaled this change; as did the renaming of the organization
to the Nova Scotian Institute of Science under MacGregor’s presidency in 1890,
a change resisted by several of the older members.9 While there is evidence of
an increasing acceptance of the use of hypothesis in scientiﬁc practice among
the institution’s members, there was also a distinct decline in the discussion
of Darwinism and its implications for religion and ‘man’s place in nature.’
Why this occurred is unclear. Perhaps these topics came to be considered too
philosophical or theological—too much concerned with what Pickstone called
‘world-reading’— and so insufﬁciently professional, technical, or properly
‘scientiﬁc’ by the standards of a new class of university-based specialists working
in a different kind of reward system in which publication acquired a new
signiﬁcance. These individuals were eager to shed the organization’s reputation
as an amateur natural history society so that publication in its ofﬁcial organ
would be regarded with greater credibility within a non-local community of
professional scientiﬁc researchers.10 Or perhaps due to the call of duties or
opportunities elsewhere, those few individuals most interested in discussing
these more general topics were lured away from the province, making further
contribution to the Transactions for them unviable. Alternatively, it may be that
by the end of the century many people had found a way to reconcile the idea
of evolution with their religious faith, so that the topic was no longer worthy of
comment.11 Of course, some combination of all three may have been at work.
Papers in the Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science
The Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science (NSINS) was founded in
1862.12 Its original membership consisted of 51 regular, 4 associate, and 2
corresponding members. Most were amateur enthusiasts, with a handful of
mining engineers, military men, physicians, and two professional ‘scientists’:
Henry How, Professor of Chemistry and Natural History at King’s College
(then in Windsor, Nova Scotia), and George Lawson, Professor of Chemistry
and Mineralogy at Dalhousie College in Halifax.13 The colony’s most famous
home-grown scientist, the geologist and paleontologist, Sir John William
Dawson (1820-1899), had left Nova Scotia for Montreal in 1855, prior to the
founding of the NSINS, to become principal of McGill College, and was never
a member.14 Dawson’s inﬂuence over the organization, nevertheless, could be
felt from afar, as we discuss below.
While the NSINS held regular meetings and, starting in 1867, published
regular proceedings and transactions, it struggled to grow its membership
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signiﬁcantly or to expand its list of contributing lecturers and authors beyond
a relatively small subset of regulars.15 Its focus throughout its early period from
1863 to 1880 was the main topics of natural history, geology (especially as related
to coal, gold, and other commercially important minerals), botany, zoology
(of ﬁsh and other marine organisms especially), meteorology, in addition to
the occasional piece dealing with the ethnography of the local indigenous
Mi’kmaq people, and curiosities of animal behaviour and anatomy.16
In the period from 1863-1879 there were also a number of items notable for
their discussion of the theory of evolution, the age of the earth and of humanity,
the implications for traditional religious accounts of human origins, and of the
legitimacy of Darwin’s and his compatriots’ reliance upon hypothesis in arriving
at their conclusions. After 1879, however, discussions of such broad philosophical
nature are absent, replaced by technical reports dealing with specialized topics
in experimental physics and chemistry by the likes of MacGregor and other
professional scientists who had found wider employment within the province’s
universities.17
We now discuss several of these articles and Presidential Addresses published
in the Proceedings and Transactions of the NSINS in the period from 1863-1879
that illustrate reactions to Darwin’s ideas as well as the authors’ opinions about
proper scientiﬁc method or ‘ways of knowing.’
P.C. Hill’s “Inaugural Address” (delivered 1863; published 1867)18
In 1863 the lawyer and politician Philip Carteret Hill (1821-1894) gave his
Inaugural Speech as the ﬁrst president of the NSINS, in which he made clear
that, at least in his estimation, the Institute’s purpose was to conduct natural
history in the service of natural theology.19
Hill opened by noting that the progress of science requires communication,
“every laborer in the ﬁeld casting his contribution into a common receptacle
whence all can freely draw”20, thus evoking Bacon’s trope of the ant as symbolic
of science as a mere aggregative stock-piling of facts (whereas the bee, in
contrast, collects and processes its raw material to produce a sweeter and more
valuable product). Hill stressed the importance of “facts veriﬁed in situ”21, since
all and any facts secured by the workers in Natural History cannot help but be
relevant for the pressing question whether species have been separately and
distinctly “created” in local centres or originally in one centre in Central Asia
from whence they have emanated after the “deluge”. In that regard “our own
country presents in many aspects a new and untrodden ﬁeld for research.”22
Of greater interest are his remarks on the proper attitude and reward for
engaging in the study of natural history. “The love of knowledge itself…,” he
said “must be the great motive animating all our efforts. And rightly viewed,
what higher incentive could be presented to any intelligent mind? The works
of nature are but the manifestations and exponents of the Creator’s skill.”23
Touching again on the question of species he reminded his audience that:
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To have lifted the veil from some portions of this wonderful order and design; to
have learned something of the true system in which the Creator has arranged His
works, form the glories of modern science. Classiﬁcation, which simply, in one word,
embodies this idea, is now the great object of attention; thus, the orders into which
the animal kingdom is divided are based on the essential and immutable diversities
which modern research has revealed, and the transfers which sometimes take place of
species, or even a genus, from one place to another, in the general system, are merely
the result of a further insight obtained by pains-taking laborers into this universal plan
of creation.24

And “he who, in earnest sincerity of purpose, devotes his attention to any
one branch, however special and circumscribed it may appear, cannot fail to
see new and hitherto unknown evidences of the skill and wisdom of the Great
Architect, the contemplation of which will not only confer on himself the most
exalted pleasure, but will add to the general stock of human knowledge.” Hill
concluded his talk by holding up Dawson, Darwin’s staunch critic, as a model:
“The object of this Institution,” he said, “is to stimulate the effort to follow so
bright an example.”25
Thomas Belt “Recent movements of earth’s surface” (delivered 1863)
Belt (1832-1878) was a geologist born in Newcastle upon Tyne, who moved to
Nova Scotia sometime around 1862-63 as superintendent of the Nova Scotian
Gold Company’s mines. He stayed for a couple of years before moving on to
Nicaragua.26 One of the founding members of the Institute, he read a paper on
February 1, 1863 titled “Recent movements of the earth’s surface.”
In his talk Belt mentioned “the celebrated naturalist, Darwin” on the
formation of coral reefs and atolls, and also Lyell on the uniformitarian theory
in geology and the implications for the great age of the earth, which would
need to be measured in “millions of years” rather than the thousands favoured
by more traditional catastrophist and biblical accounts. Noting that some were
concerned the new science would “tend to sap the foundations of religion,”27
Belt concluded with a parable of an island whose inhabitants erected wooden
bulwarks to buttress its shores against the erosive actions of the waves and
winds, only to discover that, after a particularly severe storm swept all the
artiﬁcial constructs away, the island was revealed to rest on a bed of solid granite.
“And is it not so with religion?” Belt asked, “have we not reared bulwarks and
buttresses, which we, puny mortals, think are necessary for its support? The
sea of knowledge ever spreading, sweeps them away, but exposes the eternal
rock of truth on which religion is built.”28 But while Belt believed science and
religion could be reconciled, not all members of the Institute believed this was
possible on the question of the earth’s age, as we will see presently.
George Lawson “On the ﬂora of Canada” (delivered March 7, 1864) and “Notice of the occurrence of Heather
(Calluna vulgaris) at St. Ann’s Bay, Cape Breton Island” (delivered Dec. 5, 1864)
Lawson (1827-1895) was a Scottish botanist educated at the University of
Edinburgh and the University of Giessen, Germany where he attained a D.
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Phil. He was Professor of chemistry and natural history at Queens College
in Kingston, Upper Canada from 1858 until 1863, when he moved to Halifax
where he spent the rest of his life teaching at Dalhousie College. Lawson was
sympathetic to Joseph Dalton Hooker’s theory of plant species distribution
and variation by gradual spread under naturally occurring climatic changes, a
uniformitarian view in the fashion of Lyell and Darwin. The article attributed
to Lawson on the distribution of Canadian Flora (i.e. upper and lower Canada)
would appear to be a report written by someone in attendance of a talk Lawson
gave in 1864.29 Lawson is said to have discussed the views of Hooker, Lyell,
Dawson, and Darwin in application to the question of the distribution of plant
species in North America, and most notably, that he had found Darwin’s theory
of the origin of species “insufﬁcient to meet the wants of the case.”30 Later that
same year Lawson gave another talk concerning the discovery of a patch of
heather on Cape Breton Island. This was “a matter of great interest in a strictly
scientiﬁc point of view,” he explained, “for it has important bearings on the
questions of distribution, age and origin of species.”31 Lawson chose to believe
that this and other disjointed patches of heather were remnants of more robust
populations that had slowly worked their way from the far north down the
east coast of North America in advance of periods of glaciation, in opposition
to those who suggested the plant had been introduced into the new world by
Scottish immigrants.32
William Gossip “Enquiry into the antiquity of man” (1865)
William Gossip (born 1809 in Plymouth, England, died 1889 in Halifax),
moved to Nova Scotia with his parents in the early 1820s and became a
prominent publisher, bookseller and journalist in Halifax. A member of the
NSINS since 1863, Gossip was the ﬁrst editor of its Proceedings and Transactions
and its president from 1878-1880. An Anglican and a conservative with an
interest in anthropology and geology, he contributed several papers including
two anniversary addresses (1876, 1879), about which more below. On March
6, 1865 he delivered what was essentially a critical response to Sir Charles
Lyell’s 1863 book Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man in which Lyell came
out in support of a much greater age for the human species, the existence of
recurrent ice ages, and, albeit less enthusiastically, Darwin’s theory of descent
by means of natural selection. Gossip set out to salvage the Biblical account
of creation and the chronology of human history from such attempts to push
back the antiquity of man far into pre-historical time. Lyell’s book, he objected,
was skewed by “bias” and “speculation” calculated to invoke scepticism about
the “truth of the sacred record.”33 We quote at length one key passage:
One great cause of scepticism is the readiness with which mankind yield their belief
to theories put forth with show of reason, by those whom they regard as superior
intelligences, and in whom they repose implicit conﬁdence. Let a man do some great
thing which will bear the test of enquiry in every possible shape, and become famous
thereby, and he may afterwards commit a thousand vagaries, and ﬁnd multitudes to
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uphold him. A Lyell, a Darwin, or a Huxley, may go a long way in the path of human
knowledge, make important discoveries, and satisfy the world that all they do is right
and just and proper—and that therefore their theories, equally with their facts, may be
received with faith equal to that which should follow plain demonstration. But there is
no reason why we should respect their speculations as we do their truths, seeing that,
although in their own hands, they lead to nothing, and are nothing. Such an impotent
conclusion has met Lyell… Such also has met Darwin, who has let go his belief in creation,
and adopts variation of species instead; and such also meets Huxley, who traces back
organized being to molecules…We must, therefore, be careful while giving due credit
for the truths that such men teach, not to be led away by speculation which is not truth,
and to which the test of truth cannot be applied in any satisfactory results.34

Gossip concluded with a reminder to his audience to keep their priorities
in proper perspective, stating that “the exploration of the earth for the past
history of man is of little consequence as it concerns his present happiness, to
say nothing of the future, while it only tends to perplex his ideas and unsettle
his reason.”35
In 1873 Gossip also published in the Transactions a lecture on “The afﬁnity of
races.”36 In what was most likely a response to Louis Agassiz’s polygenist division
of the various races of humankind into separate species, Gossip appealed to
evidence of ethnological and linguistic similarities between the Caribs of the
West Indies and the peoples of the biblical lands to argue for the unity of all
humans. Gossip also offered the speculative hypothesis that the lost continent
of Atlantis— situated midway in the Atlantic Ocean between the Western and
Eastern hemispheres—might have been the location of the original garden
of Eden, and from whence all the diverse races of humankind spread out to
conquer the globe.
Thomas Frederic Knight “Natural History and its place in the sciences” (1869)
Knight (1828-1902) is listed in the Proceedings as having joined the NSINS
on January 7, 1867, with “Receiver General’s House, Halifax” given as his
address. He wrote several important reports on the ﬁsh and ﬁsheries of Atlantic
Canada.37
Knight’s paper on the historical development of Natural History into a proper
science is the most methodological of the papers discussed here, and it treats
most closely the subject of different “ways of knowing” (though without using
those terms). At the center of his discussion is the antagonism between the
Artiﬁcial and Natural methods of classiﬁcation and the role of ‘the inductive
philosophy’ in the creation of a truly scientiﬁc arrangement of organic and
inorganic bodies.38 The ancients, according to Knight, failed to apply the
‘process of induction or experiment’ in their attempts to provide adequate
terminology and to systematize nature. Linnaeus, “the greatest naturalist…of
any age,”39 he credits with inventing the Artiﬁcial method in classiﬁcation, as
Cuvier expounded the Natural method. “The Artiﬁcial method is allowed to be
Natural as to the narrowest members of the system, viz. – species and genera;
but it is called artiﬁcial as respects the wider groups.”40 A natural method he
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explains, “is an attempt to provide positive and distinct characters for the wider
as well for the natural groups” whereas an artiﬁcial system is “intended for
ready identiﬁcation of allied genera, but obscures close relations or afﬁnities
beyond genera.”41 Cuvier’s natural system (consisting of the four great divisions:
vertebrata, mollusca, articulata, radiata) was based on internal characters
rather than external ones alone, and Knight claims as “a signal proof of the
excellence of natural arrangement that being founded on internal structure it
must be permanent.”42
In consideration of the rationale of classiﬁcation, Knight takes “a thoroughly
philosophical standpoint,”43 which leads him to identify three grand
instruments or organa by which the human mind arranges sensory observations
or phenomena in its pursuit of knowledge and truth. These are: Language
(for the acquisition and communication of ideas), Mathematics (for the
determination of number and quantity), and Experiment or induction
(composed of the dual operations of analysis and synthesis).44 While Analysis
consists of the observation, comparison, and separation of ideas, Synthesis
involves their combination and re-organization. Through the processes of
induction general laws are established and true classiﬁcation begins. Following
the lead of Whewell and Herschel, he writes that Natural History achieves the
level of a science when it moves beyond the mere cataloguing of facts and begins
to discover general laws.45 The explorer and naturalist Alexander von Humboldt
he identiﬁes as the ﬁrst to employ “wonderful powers of generalization in
comprehending the vastness and oneness of nature.”46 Speaking of the positive
beneﬁts secured by the study of natural science, Knight noted that it “suggests
to the human mind the idea of a great ﬁrst cause or intelligent artiﬁcer of
nature; and under this head might be discussed the doctrine of ﬁnal causes.” It
moreover “enlarges and strengthens the intellect”, in addition to the economic
utility it provides in the pursuit of art and industry.47
Knight concluded by saying that “if we fully comprehend the sphere of
natural science, we shall not restrict ourselves to contemplation only of the
earth beneath our feet with its wealth of life and wonder and beauty; but we
shall assert the dignity of our origin, and lift our gaze to the atmosphere that
envelopes us, and even penetrate with the aid of its cunning implements
the mysterious depths of the illimitable space” [italics added].48 In this way,
without ever explicitly mentioning Darwin and his ground-shaking ideas,
Knight counseled his audience of the congruity of the progress of natural
science and its particular ways of knowing with what Pickstone called the more
ancient hermeneutic activity of “world-reading” and the framework of Natural
Theology with which it was so strongly associated.
Angus Ross “Evolution” (1874)
George Angus Ross (1854-1889) was a lawyer and a Liberal member of the
provincial parliament from Lunenberg, Nova Scotia who campaigned for the
repeal of Nova Scotia’s membership in Confederation in 1886. It is striking
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Figure 3. Angus Ross, “Evolution,” Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science
3, 4 (1874): 410-435.

that in an essay speciﬁcally titled “Evolution” [Fig. 3] Ross could write 25 pages
of detailed discussion about the evidence for the evolution of species without
once mentioning Darwin.49 Perhaps by 1874 to have done so would have been
unnecessary, so closely associated had the two become. Or perhaps, though he
found Darwin’s hypothesis of the community of descent of species compelling,
he was less convinced of Darwin’s explanatory hypothesis of natural selection
as its mechanism.50 Ross summarizes the multiple lines of evidence from within
the Animal Kingdom, noting in particular: comparative vertebrate anatomy,
embryological homologies, vestigial structures, the fossil record (which he
mentions, following Darwin’s lead, one would expect to be imperfect and full
of gaps), biogeographic distribution patterns of closely related species, the
inherent difﬁculty of drawing ﬁrm and clear species boundaries between many
real populations of organisms, and evidence for the creation of new species from
cross-species hybrids. His discussion of the relationship between single-celled
protozoa and the tissue-forming metazoa and the doctrine of recapitulation
(i.e. that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny), strongly suggests that Ross had
also been reading the popular accounts of Darwin’s German colleague, the
militant evolutionist and materialist Ernst Haeckel who wrote extensively on
these topics.51 Yet in contrast to Haeckel’s materialism Ross advocates for a
version of theistic evolution whereby God has no need to specially create each
species but rather allows them to unfold “by the operation of His Laws from a
single protoplasmic primordial Type”.52
One of the most interesting aspects of Ross’s article is his critical response
to the Harvard biologist Louis Agassiz’s opposition to the theory of evolution
and his defense of polygenism, the thesis that the various human races are of
independent origin and equivalent to separate species. Agassiz, who had studied
with Cuvier in Paris and had made his reputation as an authority on fossil
ﬁshes and the theory of past ice ages, became an inﬂuential source of scientiﬁc
racism after moving from Europe to the United States in the 1840s. Originally
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a Biblical monogenist, soon after meeting black people for the ﬁrst time in the
States Agassiz adopted the opinion that the differences between human races
were as great as the differences between different species of monkeys or even
as great as the differences between the monkeys and humans.53 What he called
“The appalling feature of the subject [of Darwin’s theory of the community of
descent]” was this: that if one accepts that all races of human have a common
origin, then one must accept also that all species of monkey likewise have a
common origin and so too humans and monkeys.54 Since we cannot accept
that monkeys and humans have a common origin, Agassiz reasoned, we cannot
accept that the different races of humankind have a common origin. To this
Ross responded:
Now, I need not say that a disbelief of the original unity of Man is irreconcilable with
Christianity, so that if as Agassiz afﬁrms, a common origin for the races of Mankind
necessarily implies a common origin for the various species of each Genera of Monkeys,
and for each of these Genera and Man, then, from a theological point of view, we would
be driven to accept the view which assigns a common origin to Man and Monkeys, and
if to these then to all Vertebrates, and ultimately to all organic Types. 55

A clearer example of the adage that one person’s modus tollens is another’s
modus ponens could not be wished for. It is worth noting how Ross here appeals
to the “way of knowing” Pickstone called “world reading” to challenge Agassiz’s
own bit of hermeneutics. But like Thomas Knight (see above) Ross insisted on
the compatibility of natural science and Christianity and concluded with the
words: “I have thus endeavoured, in intervals snatched from professional study
and daily avocations, to sketch in outline this great subject, in undoubting
faith that ﬁdelity to truth is the only true ﬁdelity to Religion and to God.”56
But as our next writer illustrates, not all contributors to the Proceedings and
Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science were so insistent on
reconciling faith and science.
Andrew Dewar “Spontaneous generation, or predestinated generation” (1875)
Andrew Dewar (1846-1932) was a Scottish-born architect who came to
Halifax in 1869 and spent just over 12 years in the Atlantic provinces before
returning to Edinburgh in 1881 and ﬁnally settling in 1903 in Johannesburg,
South Africa. Dewar was evidently less of a natural historian following a cautious
Baconian empirical method than an enthusiastic amateur philosopher intent
on drawing the most wide-ranging universal principles with which to create a
cosmic system. In short, Dewar advocated for a deistic version of ancient Greek
atomism updated with modern ideas of evolution and his own speculations
about magnetism as the ultimate physical force driving the entire cosmos. In
this respect his was just one of many such projects popular in the nineteenth
century, one of the best known perhaps being Herbert Spencer’s ‘Synthetic
Philosophy.’57 But where Spencer proposed that the entire universe was being
driven ever onward to more progressive and complicated evolution as a result
of the law of the conservation of energy, Dewar believed that the motive force
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could be traced to his hypothesis that each atom is a magnet with a dipole
force of attraction and repulsion. Dewar referred to this as his ‘ato-magnetic
theory of life’.
Dewar’s ﬁrst publication in the Transactions of the NSINS was based on a talk
he gave on April 12, 1875 on the topic of spontaneous generation of life. Dewar
began with a concession to his audience that the topic was a “dangerous” one,
but “knowing well that we are addressing a Scientiﬁc Society who look at and
discuss the subjects brought before them from no other than a scientiﬁc point
of view” he begged their indulgence for a short time.58 Dewar also admitted that
he had no new experimental evidence to offer on the question whether living
organisms are always produced from the seeds or eggs of previously existing
organisms or whether life can spring forth from inorganic matter; but, in any
case, he remarked “no one would put faith in experiments performed in such
a benighted country as Nova Scotia.”59
Dewar announced his belief in the evolution theory, i.e. that new species
of life have emerged from previous organic forms, but faulted Darwin and
his colleagues (he mentions Tyndall and Huxley) for providing no account
of the very ﬁrst form of life. His own solution, which he preferred to call
“predestinated generation” over “spontaneous generation”, proposed that
life was created not just once but continually as the pre-ordained result of a
law “implanted in matter in the beginning.”60 To motivate acceptance of the
spontaneous generation of life from inorganic matter Dewar offered that what
we typically regard as dead or inert matter is not really entirely lifeless, if we
recognize that all matter is constantly in motion as a result of physical laws such
as magnetism. If we are willing to regard magnetism as a ‘lower’ form of life,
he suggested, then we can begin to recognize analogies between supposedly
inorganic matter and living organisms. For instance, every magnet possesses
attractive and repulsive polarity, just as plants and animals typically display
anterior-posterior polarity (branches-roots; head-tail). Plants and animals also
grow outward from a central point in the seed or egg in analogy with a magnet.
Cutting a zoophyte into pieces, as the Swiss naturalist Abraham Trembley (17101784) did with fresh water polyps (hydra), produces two smaller organisms
each with two poles, in further analogy with the division of a magnet resulting
in two smaller magnets each with its own positive and negative poles.
Dewar reasoned further — using the hypothetical method — that if each
magnet divided results in a smaller magnet, then by extension each atom is
itself a magnet with attractive and repulsive poles. “If we can prove,” Dewar
said, “that the life which forms crystals and rocks and moves the compass
needle, is the same as that which grows trees and moves our bodies, then we
may consider our premises proved, for as all organic beings are composed of socalled inorganic matter, and if the same life pervades both, what should prevent
the life force from gathering several inorganic atoms, and growing them into
an organic animal?”61 This was a big ‘if’ indeed, but Dewar’s proposal was
essentially that of earlier philosophers and naturalists who had been struck by
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the analogy between the ‘growth’ of crystals and the development of organic
beings.62 As for the properties of mind, a feature exclusively enjoyed by ‘man’,
Dewar conceded that only the “special interposition” of the Deity could be
responsible for such an extraordinary faculty. But aside from this one act of
special creation Dewar insisted that the hypothesis of predestinated generation
was preferable to the supposition of many such acts, for “A God which endowed
matter from the beginning with new properties which enabled it when in a
certain condition to form new life, is certainly greater than one who had to
interpose in every new creation.”63
Despite this attempt to reassure his audience of the moral rectitude of his
proposal, a report on the minutes of the Institute recorded that, “This paper
elicited considerable discussion, and a majority of those presented expressed
themselves as opposed to the theory advanced; but the Publishing Committee,
not wishing to constitute themselves rigid judges, have decided upon giving it a
place in the Transactions, leaving it open to the public for scientiﬁc criticism.”64 It
is also mentioned in William Gossip’s Anniversary Address of 1876 that Dewar’s
paper received critical attention in an unnamed Halifax “periodical”.65
Regardless, the Institute displayed its open-minded and ‘scientiﬁc’ attitude
by continuing to permit Dewar to present several more talks over the next
few years. According to the Proceedings of the NSINS, at an ordinary meeting
on February 14, 1876, Dewar read a paper “On the Atomic philosophy—its
past and present,” and at an ordinary meeting on December 11, 1876, a paper
entitled “A New Theory of the Descent of Man,” after which a discussion is said
to have taken place in which the President J. B. Gilpin, Dr. Reid, Dr. Sommers,
the Honourable L.G. Power, and Dr. J.G. McGregor, took part.66 Neither of
these talks were published in the Proceedings; however, they likely included
ideas Dewar published two years earlier in a book with his co-author, Thomas
Roderick Fraser, M.D. titled The Origin of Creation, or The Science of Matter and
Force. A New System of Natural Philosophy.67 Dewar did publish in the Proceedings a
second account of his atom-magnetism speculations in “Magnetism, the life of
the world”68 but it included little new worth mentioning here.
Surprisingly, given the scathing criticism Dewar’s speculations received
from the scientiﬁc community elsewhere, the NSINS proved more sympathetic.
For instance, none other than William Gossip in his presidential Anniversary
Address of 1879 made favourable remarks about Fraser and Dewar’s “atomagnetic theory”, referring to their “plausible theory of the magnetic polarity
of atoms.”69 Their ideas about atoms he thought had been given some validity
by Norman Lockyer’s experiments in stellar and solar spectroscopy to arrive
at the conclusion that hydrogen is the fundamental element. Gossip spoke
approvingly of Lockyer’s employment of what is now called the hypotheticodeductive method, wherein “[Lockyer] has started an hypothesis, and justiﬁed it
by experiment.”70 Gossip also mentioned Sir George John Allman’s 1879 British
Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) lecture on protoplasm as
the material basis of life; but here he was critical of the protoplasmic theory
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of spontaneous origins of life,71 citing the failure of scientists to create a living
cell or protoplasm in the lab, “a reason for which I think is satisfactorily given
in the Book of Genesis, chap.3, v. 22 to 24.”72 Gossip was here referring to the
story of the expulsion from Eden, which he believed foretold of safeguarding
“the Tree of Life” (the purported source of life or souls) and the immortality
of the soul. Gossip believed that while science has required many changes in
empirical beliefs it has placed revealed religion “upon a surer basis,”73 and
that “Science and religion ought to dwell in perfect harmony. True science can
do no more than accommodate each to each by the operation of the laws of
eternal truth.”74
Gossip concluded his address on a frustrated note, however, lamenting that
the Institute had failed to inspire much interest in science among the broader
public: “we must, I suppose, rest content with being the pioneers of science in
Nova Scotia, and leave it to future generations to enter into and proﬁt by our
gratuitous and disinterested labors.”75
John Somers “Experimental microscopy” (1879)
Just slightly earlier that year, on May 12 (Gossip’s Anniversary Address
occurred in October), the physician John Somers (examiner in physiology and
histology in the Dalhousie College of Medicine and twice NSINS president
1880-1883 and 1885-1888) gave a talk before the NSINS on the signiﬁcance
of microscopy for several topics of debate in the life sciences [Fig. 4]. Somers
mentioned how the microscope had opened up the world of the ‘infusoriae’,
the unicellular microbes that proved so difﬁcult to assign to either the animal
or vegetable kingdoms. “Here,” he wrote, “we ﬁnd the battle ground where
Vitalist, Evolutionist and Panspermatist can wage intellectual warfare.”76 The
microscope, he explained had been vital to “exploding false ideas and crude
theories” such as the spontaneous generation of living organisms from nonliving matter. When Somers writes of Athanasius Kircher (1601-1680) that, “If
one of the ablest men of his time, which Kercher [sic] undoubtedly was, will
to us appear at a disadvantage, because he too readily accepted a false theory,
how careful we should be lest our successors a century or so hence may be in
a position to subject our theories and experiments to the criticism of ridicule”,
one can only wonder whether he is making an oblique reference to the theory
of evolution.77
These 1879 contributions by Somers and Gossip appear to be the last time
topics of such a broad nature were discussed in the Transactions in that century.
Why then this cessation of discussion about Darwin and evolution? One
possibility is that the institute’s leadership made a decision to focus publication
on more strictly scientiﬁc topics and to leave discussion of more religious
and philosophical topics for other venues.78 Alternatively, as Jerry Pittman
has documented, by the late 1870s and early 1880s newspapers produced by
religious groups in the province “began to inform readers that evolution could
be reconciled favorably with Christianity,”79 which could help explain why
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Figure 4. John Somers, “Experimental microscopy,” Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of
Natural Science 5, 1 (1879): 81-87.

discussion of Darwinism and evolution in the Transactions of the NSINS ceased.
Yet another possibility arises from noting that the Transactions had always
drawn on a small pool of contributors to begin with, and the number showing
an interest in these particular topics was fewer still. Of those we have discussed,
Thomas Belt moved away sometime in the mid 1860s as did Andrew Dewar
in 1881. Hill, Knight, and Ross each contributed no more than one, two, and
three articles respectively. That leaves Somers (who contributed 14, almost all
dealing with mosses or other botanical topics), Lawson (with 18), and Gossip
(10 in total). But why none of these men said anything more on the topic of
evolution or Darwinism in this venue remains unclear.
The Mechanics Institutes
Another site of interest for gauging how these kinds of debates played out is
the local Mechanics Institutes, which were created with the mission of educating
the public (working class) about developments in science, culture, history, and
philosophy.80 Due to considerations of space we conclude here with only a brief
discussion of one such example.
Second only to the founding of a Mechanics Institute in Halifax in 1831, the
port town of Sydney, Nova Scotia, situated on the north-eastern coast of Cape
Breton Island, established a Mechanics Institute in 1847.81 In his diary, the
Clerk and High Sheriff of Sydney, John L. Hill recorded the events of a lecture
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of the Mechanics Institute held on February 26, 1872. Hill wrote in his diary:
Mr. R. Martin lectured on The Mind. Self opened the discussion. Rev. Mr. Chipman
spoke. Murray Dodd. Mr. Pipes [later Premier of Nova Scotia] (with much truth and
sound argument. Mr. Wiley and Mr. Grant. Dodd thought Bible & Geology differed and
seemed disposed in favour of Geology. Pipes thought Geology & Bible will agree. Better
that the apparent differences would end by & by—instanced Galileo & Copernicus. Self
denied progress in development. Monkey Ape Gibbon or Gorilla never could become
man—human species sixteen teeth upper and lower jaw. Wolf can never be a dog. Horse
never become an ass. Dodd instanced Chrysalis becoming Butterﬂy. Tadpole becoming
frog as instances of Progressive development—poor examples—an egg producing a hen
would be as good, unless it were a Goose’s.82

Hill evokes what were at the time common objections to the evolution
hypothesis, but it is notable that his reasons for skepticism are not theological
but empirically grounded, citing a lack of evidence for the emergence of a
new species from one previously existing. Dodd, on the other hand appeals
to analogies of development in butterﬂies and tadpoles, as Darwin and
many other defenders of the ‘development hypothesis’ did. In doing so they
displayed greater willingness to employ a hypothetical mode of reasoning
beyond directly observable phenomena, so long as the hypothesis in question
provided a reasonable explanation of the phenomena and helped to provide
what Whewell had called a ‘consilience of inductions.’
Conclusion
As Darwin recognized in the mid-19th century, progress in science requires
a willingness to move beyond cautious observation and cataloguing of facts
as promoted by the adherents of a strict Baconian inductivist methodology.
Natural history was supplemented by the experimental and hypothetical
methods of the modern physical and life sciences, which were largely taken up
by the later generation of research scientists who were employed in academic
institutions like Dalhousie University. This change in attitude and procedure is
reﬂected in the later issues of the Proceedings and Transactions of the Nova Scotian
Institute of Natural Science from the 1880s on.83 Professional scientists trained
in the most recent experimental ways of knowing and theories increasingly
came to replace amateur naturalists as the primary authorities on topics about
the natural world, if not about their ultimate signiﬁcance and meaning for
humanity’s place in the universe.
Those who were devoted to the study of natural history in Nova Scotia
and other colonies of British North America (from 1867 on the Dominion
of Canada) worked under the perceived mission of inventorying its natural
resources and recording useful facts about the local ﬂora, fauna, geology,
and meteorology. By and large those who published in the Proceedings and
Transactions initially displayed a humble and even self-denigrating attitude. Its
earliest members for the most part understood their mission to be restricted
to carefully cataloguing and describing the local facts of natural history in situ,
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and that the tasks of systematic classiﬁcation and interpretation were to be
left to the leaders of science in the metropole (London and Edinburgh). But
this division of intellectual labour did not mean that the scientiﬁc upper class
was beyond criticism if they were perceived to stray from what was considered
proper Baconian inductive method, and their hypotheses and speculations
threatened to unsettle the bedrock of natural theology on which the traditional
Christian readings of the world-order were afﬁxed. Only the boldest and
least reliant on local opinion for their livelihood it seems—like the itinerant
architect and amateur philosopher Andrew Dewar—dared to openly endorse
the anti-establishment religious views of radical ﬁgures like T.H. Huxley, John
Tyndall, or Ernst Haeckel, and then only after moving elsewhere. As support
for the newer methods of science was created in the province’s universities, and
professionals trained in the techniques of experimental and theoretical science
were hired to teach in them, the contents of the Proceedings and Transactions of
the Nova Scotian Institute of Science came to reﬂect this new class of members
and their efforts to align the society with their own standards of research and
publication. This seems also to have contributed to a decline in the sort of
philosophical discussion about the implications of Darwinism and evolution
that had once been common in its pages. Whether this was the result of a
conscious editorial decision, diminished interest, or concern with the topics is
unclear.
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